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Message from the Guest Editor

Muscle-specific diseases with a variety of genetic and
acquired causes, as well as aging and metabolic disorders,
impair the function of skeletal muscle. This has
consequences that extend far beyond muscle itself, with a
systemic impact on the quality of life. Exercise can be an
important non-pharmacological therapeutic intervention
counteracting the effects of disuse; however, mechanistic
knowledge on muscle physiopathology can improve its
applicability and ensure greater success. With this Special
Issue, we aim to illuminate the impacts of omics
technologies on the system analysis of muscle disease. We
are looking for transcriptomics, proteomics, and
metabolomic studies which tackle different aspects of
muscle disuse and therapeutic interventions. In addition,
we intend to show how new molecular approaches,
technologies, and disease models are channeling
invaluable information that supports translational research
and novel therapeutic approaches.

This second Special Issue will host original research
articles, as well as reviews and meta-analyses, of omics
data on all aspects of muscle disease and disuse.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

The International Journal of Molecular Sciences (IJMS,
ISSN 1422-0067) is an open access journal, which was
established in 2000. The journal aims to provide a forum
for scholarly research on a range of topics, including
biochemistry, molecular and cell biology, molecular
biophysics, molecular medicine, and all aspects of
molecular research in chemistry. IJMS publishes both
original research and review articles, and regularly
publishes special issues to highlight advances at the
cutting edge of research. We invite you to read recent
articles published in IJMS and consider publishing your
next paper with us.
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